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Introduction
Forensic nursing is additionally a replacement province occurred 

in parallel with the speculation of skilled nursing and development 
scientifically. In Turkey, nurses in rhetorical services attempt to 
improve their data and skills by gaining expertise on rhetorical 
cases in departments they work and connection education courses. 
In our country, once we contemplate nursing education, it's seen 
that rhetorical nursing subjects don't seem to be regarded enough 
in programmed. Meanwhile, in some universities, it's began to be 
facultative subject. Forensic nurse examiners (FNE) are getting integral 
partners in modern aggregation systems worldwide. Existing rhetorical 
services are tested inadequate to sufficiently address the huge crimes 
against girls and youngsters, victims of sexual and force, content crimes, 
abusive non secular rituals, and atrocities that accompany armed 
conflict [1]. Considering that nurses comprise the most important 
cluster of health care suppliers worldwide, rhetorical nurse examiners 
represent a antecedently unrecognized resource in universal health 
care and embody a perfect cluster to advance international issues in 
world health care and social justice. though specific legal issues inside 
the health care communities vary from country to country, all nations 
struggle with problems with public health and safety. 

Description
A comprehensive multidisciplinary rhetorical education associate 

degreed educational program for nurses can facilitate improved 
management of existing social and sexual violence crises whereas 
reducing an unessential back log of cases for rhetorical physicians. 
The addition of a rhetorical specialist in nursing science can offer 
a valuable resource to help within the substantiation of prosecutors’ 
claims or aid within the exoneration of suspects United Nations agency 
square measure incorrectly suspect [2]. Their distinctive contributions 
increase coordination and cooperation, share medical/forensic 
experience, enhance the care of victims of crimes whereas augmenting 
rhetorical services, and act as a liaison in applicable responsibilities 
between health care establishments and enforcement agencies. The 
relevant literature indicates that after the rhetorical Nurse Examiner 
Response Team is trained, specialists in rhetorical nursing science 
follow severally underneath the auspices of a Director of Clinical 
medical specialty or Chief physician. This new generation of health and 
justice professionals can manufacture affirmative outcomes wherever 
the science of rhetorical nursing is practiced. The positive treatment of 
victims of gender based mostly crime, a rise in eminent prosecution, 
and also the assurance of best specimens’ conspicuous recovery can 
offer confidence within the community at giant that justice has been 
served through these combined rhetorical services medicine, nursing 
and also the law.

The science of rhetorical nursing represents associate degree rising 
worldview within the way forward for the rhetorical sciences as crime 
and violence assemble the 2 most powerful systems poignant the 
lives of individuals throughout the globe – health and justice [3]. The 
requirement for policies to deal with essential problems associated with 
violence and its associated trauma may be a multidisciplinary concern. 
These issues need a joint endeavor involving physicians, nurses, 
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police officers, attorneys, magistrates, sociologists, psychologists, 
social employees, rhetorical and political scientists, advocates and 
activists, and alternative criminal justice practitioners to scale back 
and stop social injustice. Effective rhetorical case management is a 
section lacking in ample policy and legislation to make sure protection 
of the legal, civil and human rights of each the victims and also the 
suspect associate degree known shortage of mean rhetorical physicians 
has resulted in serious deficits of quality rhetorical services. Recent 
methods to enhance and improve world standards of take care of 
victims of crime, the incorrectly suspect and people wrong condemned 
necessitate the appliance of rhetorical science to nursing follow.

Conclusion
Change is inevitable. Professions that don't amendment consistent 

with the health and justice trends of our times are going to be lacking 
in essential skills and services. The knowledge domain every nation 
should maintain so as to adapt to the necessities of the international 
organization Millennium Development Goals by 2015, involves AIDS, 
poverty, hunger, deficiency disease, terrorism, and violence against girls 
and youngsters. Yet, the uncertainness of meeting these goals poses 
associate degree huge threat with the advancing range of latest wars, 
natural disasters and unknown diseases [4, 5]. The science of rhetorical 
nursing will offer unprecedented  help in combating these forces of 
human destruction through a universal presence, synchronal with 
rhetorical bioscience and criminal justice systems. Thus, a replacement 
generation of rhetorical investigators, mixing medicine data with the 
investigation of injury and death, indicates new methods within the 
rhetorical sciences for the close to and distant future.
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